Despite various Si-based anode designs proposed by different researchers, the low areal capacity of these anodes remains an obstacle to their utilization as they still fail to meet the requirements for commercial Li-ion batteries. To tackle this challenge, a novel design of pomegranate-inspired Si-C yolk-shell composite anodes was developed recently, where single silicon nanoparticles are encapsulated by conductive carbon shells with void spaces between particles and shells to accommodate expansion. Despite overall excellent cycling performance, lithiation halting and carbon shell pulverization are experimentally observed in some Si-C yolk-shell anode designs, which undermine the structural integrity and limit the battery performance. Quantitative understanding of these failure modes is still lacking despite being critical to improve the yolk-shell anode designs. We present a theoretical study on lithiation-induced stress field in Si-C yolk-shell composite anodes and its influence on lithiation kinetics and mechanical degradation. For the first time, it is demonstrated that the contribution of surface stresses to the lithiation-induced stress field in nano-sized silicon anodes is negligible. We identify promising designs to achieve full anode capacity without carbon shell fracture while reducing consumption of carbon material. Results from the present study may offer insight on improving designs of Si-C yolk-shell composite anodes. Li-ion batteries have attracted significant attention from both academia and industry for diverse applications in electronic vehicles, portable electronic devices and stationary energy storages given their high specific energy density. [1] [2] [3] Si is a promising anode material for Li-ion batteries due to its significant increase (∼10 times) in theoretical capacity over its state-of-art carbonaceous counterpart.
Li-ion batteries have attracted significant attention from both academia and industry for diverse applications in electronic vehicles, portable electronic devices and stationary energy storages given their high specific energy density. [1] [2] [3] Si is a promising anode material for Li-ion batteries due to its significant increase (∼10 times) in theoretical capacity over its state-of-art carbonaceous counterpart. 4, 5 The high theoretical capacity of silicon stems from the fact that one silicon atom can host up to 3.75 lithium atoms upon full lithiation. 6 The main challenge associated with Si anodes is the degradation caused by excessive volume change (∼300%) due to insertion and extraction of lithium atoms. The mechanical stresses resulting from drastic volume change may cause fracture of Si anodes, causing catastrophic capacity fading. 7 Moreover, solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) forms at the anode-electrolyte interface and consumes active materials, leading to irreversible capacity loss in the first cycle. In the subsequent cycles, repeated volume change due to charging and discharging breaks SEI layers and continuously exposes fresh silicon to the electrolyte, resulting in continual formation of new SEI layers. 8 The consequent continuous formation of new SEI layers on fractured surfaces leads to low coulombic efficiency.
Various nanostructured anode designs have been proposed to address the fracture/pulverization of anodes, including Si nanowires, 9, 10 nano-sized thin films, 11 nanoporous structures, 12, 13 nano-sized beaded-string structures, 14 nano-walls 15 and nano-islands 16, 17 with improved performance compared to bulk or micrometer-sized electrodes. Lithiation-induced stress, deformation and consequent mechanical failure in these novel silicon nanostructures are widely studied through experimental characterization [18] [19] [20] and chemo-mechanical modeling. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] The mechanical stability of Si anodes is largely enhanced with these novel nanostructured designs. A major limitation of these approaches is the difficulty to stabilize SEI and to achieve stable electrochemical cycling performance for realistic applications. To stabilize the SEI layer, intensive efforts are dedicated to deposit different surface coatings, including oxide coatings, [30] [31] [32] metal layers, 33, 34 as well as carbon coatings, 35 on the surface of silicon anodes. However, despite enhanced coulombic efficiency, these coatings undergo repeated drastic volume change along with the Si during charging and discharging cycles, which results in the pulverization of coatings. This process exposes the silicon to the electrolyte, causing repeated formation of SEI layers.
To simultaneously avoid anode fracture and stabilize SEI layers, a recent pomegranate-inspired yolk-shell anode design was carried out by sealing single Si particles in closed conductive carbon shells, with designed void space in between the particle and the shell. [36] [37] [38] [39] The z E-mail: zheng.jia@northwestern.edu; w-liu@northwestern.edu designed void space could allow the Si particles to expand without easily breaking the outer carbon shell, and thus stabilizing the solidelectrolyte interphase on the shell surface. Previous designs rarely achieved the standard areal capacity for commercial Li-ion batteries, which continues to be a barrier for the commercialization of Si-based Li-ion batteries. Due to the structural integrity, the novel Si-C yolkshell design can achieve high mass loading, demonstrating a high areal capacity that meets the requirement of commercial grade Li-ion battery. Hence the pomegranate-inspired Si-C yolk-shell anode design is promising for commercial Si-based lithium-ion batteries.
In the Si-C yolk-shell anode, the void space between the Si particle and carbon shell needs to be rationally designed. For Si-C yolk-shell anodes with insufficient void space (Figures 1a and 1b) , the expansion of lithiated Si particle first occupies all the void spaces and then pushes the carbon shell to expand outwards. During this process, the Si particle is under compressive stresses and the carbon shell is under tensile hoop stresses. The compressive stresses in the lithiated Si particle may build up a high mechanical energy barrier for Si-Li alloying reaction, counteracting the electrochemical driving force for reaction and stalling lithiation, 23, 40 Figure 1a . In an even worse scenario, before the lithiation halts, tensile hoop stresses in the carbon layer may rupture the outer shell and expose fresh Si to the electrolyte, Figure  1b . Consequently, unstable SEI forms on the surface of Si particles, causing poor coulombic efficiency. 8, 37 In the case of excessive void space as shown in Figure 1c , Si particles expand inside the carbon framework without fully occupying the void spaces, mitigating the detrimental impacts of Si volume expansion on both the lithiation reaction and the structural integrity. However, excessive void spaces unnecessarily increase the volume of the whole battery pack, making the battery less portable. In this work, we investigate how the void spaces in Si-C yolk-shell anodes impact the mechanical integrity and electrochemical behaviors of the anodes and seek for optimal void spaces. We calculate the stress fields resulting from lithiation reaction and mechanical contact between lithiated particle and outer carbon shell. Conditions to avoid catastrophic fracture of carbon shell in terms of the void space, the thickness of the shell, and the state of charge are also identified. The research findings in this work capture experimental observations reported in the literature and shed light on optimal design of commercial Si-based anodes.
Lithiation of a Si Particle under Pressure
We first investigate the stress generation mechanism in Si-C yolkshell anodes before studying the mechanical failure. With insufficient void space, the expansion of lithiated Si particle pushes the carbon shell to expand outwards after the void space is fully occupied. As a (a) For a Si-C yolk-shell anode with insufficient void space, the expansion of Si particle first fully occupies the void space and then pushes the carbon shell to expand outwards. The contact between the carbon shell and the particle induces tensile hoop stresses in the carbon shell and compressive stresses in the particle. The compressive stresses in the particle may readily generate a large enough mechanical energy barrier to stall the lithiation reaction, ceasing propagation of the reaction front (interface between prinstine Si and Li 3.75 Si). (b) For a Si-C yolk-shell anode with insufficient void space, after the lithiated Si particle fully occupies the void space, the tensile stresses generated in the carbon shell may rupture the carbon layer before the lithiation reaction stops. (c) For a Si-C yolk-shell anode with excessive void space, the particle expands inside the carbon layer without fully occupying the void space, so that the reaction of stalling and rupture of the carbon protective layer is avoided. However, excessive void spaces increase the total volume of the battery pack to unacceptable values, which is not a good target design for Si-C yolk-shell anode. result, the silicon particle is under hydrostatic pressure exerted by the carbon shell. To illustrate this silent feature, we first study the lithiation of a freestanding spherical Si particle under pressure. We consider a spherical particle with radius B at the pristine reference state, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 2b . As lithiation advances, a sharp reaction front propagates from the particle surface to its center dividing the Si particle into three parts: the outer fully lithiated Li 3.75 Si shell, the reaction front and the inner pristine silicon phase. The position of the sharp reaction front is characterized by a radius A. During this process, lithiated silicon expands in volume to accommodate the lithium insertion. Therefore, a material element characterized by initial radius R in the reference state is deformed and moves to a new position with radius r after this material element is lithiated.
1/3 , with β = 4 being the volume expansion ratio defined by the volume of the lithiated silicon Li 3.75 Si over that of the pristine silicon. In particular, the particle surface with a radius B in the reference state is pushed out to be the current surface with a radius
. Considering a hydrostatic pressure P exerted on the particle surface, the stress distribution in the outer fully lithiated Li 3.75 Si shell can be solved by considering the concurrent lithiation and plasticity model: 8, 23, 40 
where σ r and σ θ represent the radial stress and hoop stress, respectively. σ Y is the yielding stress of the fully lithiated silicon Li 3.75 Si.
The hoop stress at the particle surface r = b is σ θ = σ Y − P, indicat- ing that a hydrostatic pressure P reduces the tensile hoop stress level at the particle surface. Right on the reaction front r = A, the stress profiles are:
A comparison of Equations 2 and 4 indicates a jump in the hoop stress by a magnitude of 2σ Y at the reaction front, which is caused by neglecting the trivial elastic deformation during plasticity-dominated lithiation. As discussed by Zhao et al., 23 the value of hoop stress near reaction front would transit from 2 to 4 continuously but steeply if the elastic deformation is taken into account.
The unlithiated pristine Si core is in a state of hydrostatic compression:
Note that the hoop stress jumps from 4 to 5 by σ Y , which results from different material properties across the reaction front: linear elastic silicon core versus perfectly-plastic lithiated phase. This jump in stress level together with the pressure P significantly affects lithiation kinetics of the particle, which will be discussed in detail later. Figure 2 plots the radial and hoop stress fields when the reaction front is at A/B = 0.5, with various pressure values. As expected, when P = 0, the stress fields recover the results from Zhao et al., 23 ) unless CC License in place (see abstract). ecsdl.org/site/terms_use address. Redistribution subject to ECS terms of use (see 129.105.90.251 Downloaded on 2016-03-12 to IP with σ θ = σ Y at the particle surface ( Figure 2a ). The tensile stress at the particle surface is responsible for the experimentally observed fracture of Si anodes. 7 When P > 0, the non-zero pressure applies a homogeneous hydrostatic compression on each material point in the particle, shifting the stress curve with zero P (green lines in Figure 2 ) downwards by a magnitude of P = 1.5σ Y (red) and P = 3σ Y (blue), respectively. As discussed before, the hoop stress σ θ at the particle surface equals to σ Y − P, which is tensile when P < σ Y and becomes compressive when P > σ Y . Therefore, it is obvious that the pressure P mitigates the high tensile hoop stress at the particle surface and thus protects the particle from fracture. This prediction explains the reported enhanced fracture resistance of the wall-confined silicon nanopillar anode, 41 in which external compressive stresses exerted by the walls lessen the tensile stress level in Si anodes during lithiation. Some other experimental findings 42,43 on expanding active material particle surrounded by a constraining layer with enhanced fracture resistance are also in line with our theoretical results.
In real applications, hydrostatic pressure exerted on anode particles could result not only from external mechanical constraints (like the carbon shell in Si-C yolk-shell anodes) but also from the particle surface tension. Surface stress and its role on intrinsic bulk stress generation have been intensively studied since the original contributions of Josiah Gibbs. In general terms, the surface stress can induce a bulk stress of order τ/L, where τ corresponds to the surface stress and L to the characteristic length of solids. 44 On the macroscopic scale, bulk stresses induced by external loadings overwhelm the contributions from surface stresses. However, as indicated by the simple expression of τ/L, the effect of surface tension on bulk stresses may become non-trivial for solids with characteristic size down to nanometers. Therefore, it is natural to evaluate the role of surface stresses on generating bulk stress in nano/micro-sized electrodes. 45 In the case of a spherical silicon particle, the current radius b is the characteristic length of anodes, and the surface stress τ results in an equivalent pressure P = τ/b. We can define a ratio of = Figure 2 , the influence of surface stress on the bulk stress field is trivial and negligible. This analysis, for the first time, validates the neglecting of the surface stress effect in all previous studies on Si-based anodes. 7, 10, 23, 26 Subsequently, we investigated the effect of pressure on lithiation kinetics. During lithiation, the reaction at lithiation front advances by transforming lithium and silicon into a lithiated phase, as described by the chemical reaction equation, Li
Li x Si. The driving force for such a reaction to proceed is represented by the net change of the free energy associated with the reaction, which is given by G = G intrinsic − e + G stress . Here, G intrinsic denotes the free energy change due to lithiation reaction in the absence of any applied voltage and stress, which intrinsically takes a negative value (i.e., energetically favorable). −e represents the external work done by the applied voltage on one electron; and G stress represents the contribution of mechanical stresses on the driving force for lithiation reaction. Based on the definition of G, a negative G drives the reaction while a positive one stalls the reaction. Moreover, a more negative G represents a higher driving force and a more positive G denotes more resistance to lithiation. The contribution of lithiationinduced stress to the lithiation driving force can be computed by 23, 43, 48 (σ r + 2σ θ )) in the remaining unlithiated silicon and the mean stress on the lithiation front, which can be extracted from stress In other words, G stress always acts as a resistance to lithiation reaction in a solid silicon particle even in the absence of pressure P (i.e. P = 0). In Figure 3 , a comparison between the three cases with P = 0, P = 1.5σ Y and P = 3σ Y indicates that a larger pressure P leads to a more positive G stress , i.e. a higher resistance to lithiation reaction. As an example, given A/B = 0.4, G stress = 0.36eV when P = 0, G stress = 0.51eV when P = 1.5σ Y and G stress = 0.66eV when P = 3σ Y . This shows that for A/B = 0.4, the lithiation resistance due to mechanical stresses is amplified by a factor of 1.83 when a hydrostatic pressure P = 3σ Y is exerted. This theoretical finding indicates that higher pressure delays lithiation. It is recently reported that, in a germanium nanowire anode under bending, the lithiation slows down at the compressive side of the nanowire. 50 This experimental observation evidences our theoretical prediction.
Lithiation Kinetics and Structural Integrity of a Si-C Yolk-Shell Anode
Numerical scheme to evaluate pressure.-In this section, we investigate the evolution of stress field in a Si-C yolk-shell anode with void space between the particle and the shell. Consider a carbon shell with initial inner radius R in and outer radius R ou containing a pristine Si particle of volume V p = can be specified to define two stages of the lithiation process of Si-C yolk-shell anodes. Before the expansion of the lithiated Si particle fills the empty space, i.e. forces the carbon shell to expand outwards, leading to pressure P on both the particle surface and the inner surface of the shell. We regard this stage as Stage 2 of lithiation of Si-C yolk-shell anodes. In this stage, the stress profiles in the particle can be calculated by Equations 1-5 when pressure P is known. To evaluate pressure P, we solve the deformation and stress fields in the elastic carbon shell as a large-strain Lamé problem. Under large deformation, a linear solution to smallstrain Lamé problem is not directly applicable. Stress fields in the carbon shell need to be solved incrementally by employing solution of small-strain Lamè problem. 51 The increment of pressure P can be calculated by
where E c is the young's modulus of nano-sized carbon layer, ν the Poisson's ratio of the carbon layer, r in and r ou the current radius of inner and outer surface of the shell, respectively. Note that r in = b
. Suppose both r ou and r in are known at current time t. A small increment of reaction front position A leads to a change of current inner radius dr in and thus dP can be calculated by Equation 7 . Moreover, dr ou = dP 3rou 2Ec
. Then r in , r ou and P can be updated at time t + t, completing one numerical integration loop. As a result, the evolution of pressure P as a function of reaction front A can be extracted numerically. Inserting calculated pressure P into Equations 1-5 determines stress fields in the Si particle in Si-C Yolk-Shell anode.
Stress effect on the lithiation reaction of Si-C yolk-shell anodes.-For Si-C yolk-shell anodes, numerical solutions of the stress fields in the Si particle are obtained above. Given any reaction front position A, we can quantify G stress by inserting stress profiles into Equation 6 . G stress for Si-C yolk-shell anode with different shell thicknesses is plotted in Figure 4a as a function of A/B. In making this plot, the inner volume of carbon shell is taken to be 3 times that of the pristine Si particle, i.e., V c /V p = 3, leading to Ac B = 0.69. We adopt values E c = 1000 GPa 52 and ν = 0.22 for nano-sized carbon. For a freestanding silicon particle without a carbon shell (black line in Figure 4a ), the magnitude of stress contribution G stress increases smoothly as lithiation proceeds. For silicon particles enclosed in carbon shells (color lines in Figure 4a ), before the empty space is fully filled ( ), volume expansion of the particle is constrained by the shell, exerting a pressure P on the silicon particle and resulting in a steep increase of G stress . Moreover, given a reaction front position We next identify the effect of carbon shell on reaction halting. As indicated by the total driving force G = G intrinsic − e + G stress , the condition for ceasing the lithiation reaction is G ≥ 0, i.e. G stress ≥ e − G intrinsic . Let be 1 V and recall that G intrinsic = −0.18 eV. 23 Consequently, the critical G stress to stall the reaction is 1.18 eV. For a freestanding silicon particle with no shell, the reaction front stops at A B = 0.007 (extremely close to fully lithiation) when G stress reaches 1.18 eV, demonstrating that a Si particle without carbon shell can be nearly fully lithiated under a applied voltage of 1 V. By contrast, right after the Si particle expands to fill all the void space, G stress in the Si-C yolk-shell anode sharply increases to 1.18 eV, halting the lithiation reaction. Specifically, the reaction front stops at leaving a large portion of the particle unlithiated. The speculated phenomenon of lithiation halting has already been observed in Si-C yolk-shell composite anode with limited void space. 38 To better understand the charging state of the anode, Figure 4b plots the stress contribution as a function of state of charge (SOC), with 0 representing the lithium-free state, and 1 the fully lithiated state of the Si particle. Given the spherical geometry of the particle, the SOC is calculated by 1 − A 3 /B 3 . The stress contribution G stress increases monotonically with increasing SOC, Figure 4b . Once the critical G stress is known, Figure 4b gives the state of charge at which the reaction halts, which indicates to what extent the particle can be lithiated. For example, with an applied voltage of 1 V, in Si-C yolkshell anodes with Rou Rin = 1.3, lithiation reaction stops at SOC of 0.71, with 29% of the initial particle volume unlithiated. In other words, 71% of its theoretical capacity is utilized. Moreover, as demonstrated by Figure 4b , a thicker carbon shell leads to a lower SOC at reaction halting. In other words, more potential capacity is wasted for anodes with thicker carbon shell.
Fracture analysis of carbon shell.-In this section, we analyze fracture of the carbon shell driven by the tensile hoop stress during lithiation. We know that during Stage 2 of lithiation, the Si particle applies a pressure P on the inner surface of carbon shell, forcing the shell to expand outwards. The hoop stress field in the elastic carbon shell can be approximated by using solutions of small-strain Lamé where r represents the current radius of a material point in the carbon shell. Base on linear elastic fracture mechanics, dimensional analysis dictates that the energy release rate (ERR) G to drive the crack propagation is given by:
in ) represents the average hoop stress in the carbon shell. Z is a dimensionless parameter and takes a value of 2 in the case of a channel crack in a spherical shell (schematics is illustrated in Figure 1b) . 8 Plugging Z andσ t into Equation 9, we show the energy release rate G as a function of reaction front position, Figure  5a Maps of lithiation halting and carbon shell fracture.-As discussed above, given an arbitrary Si-C anode design, critical values of SOC for both lithiation halting and carbon shell fracture can be determined. In Figures 6b-6d , we construct maps to show effects of the carbon shell thickness and the volume of the void space. In Figure 6b , we take a small void space, with V c /V p = 1.5. The carbon shell thickness is varied. The blue line represents the critical SOC for carbon shell fracture, corresponding to the critical condition G = = 15.9 J m −2 .
The green line represents the critical SOC of lithiation halting, corresponding to the critical condition G stress = 1.18 eV (corresponding to applied voltage = 1 V). The intersection point (R ou /R in ≈ 1.18) of the two lines identifies the boundary between the two modes. For R ou /R in > 1.18, the critical SOC for lithiation halting, SOC LH , is below the critical SOC for carbon shell fracture SOC SF . As a result, the lithiation stalls once SOC LH is reached without fracturing the carbon shell. Such phenomenon has been reported in the literature. 38 This mode is defined as Mode I and illustrated in Figure 6a . However, for thin carbon shells with 1 < R ou /R in < 1.18, the value of SOC LH exceeds that of SOC SF , causing the carbon shell to fracture before lithiation ceases, which has also been experimentally observed. 37 We denote this scenario as Mode II. Figures 6b and 6c further plot maps with different void spaces, V c /V p = 3 and V c /V p = 3.6. Similar to the case of V c /V p = 1.5, Mode I and Mode II can also be identified. Intriguingly, in Figure 6c with V c /V p = 3.6, the Si particle can be fully lithiated for R ou /R in < 1.06 without breaking the carbon shell. This mode is termed as Mode III, in which the capacity of Si anodes can be fully utilized without undermining the structural integrity. Here V c /V p = 3.6 < 4 indicates that it is not necessary to employ carbon shell with 'sufficient'/excessive void space (i.e.
Vc Vp
> 4, as illustrated in Figure 3 ) to achieve both full charging and structural integrity because anode designs with 3.6 ≤ V c /V p ≤ 4 occupies less volume then those of V c /V p > 4. Moreover, compared with designs of V c /V p = 4, designing anodes in mode III with V c /V p = 3.6 and R ou /R in < 1.06 efficiently reduces the consumption of carbon materials and thus holds promise to be an optimal design of Si-C yolk-shell anodes.
For the purpose of anode design, Mode II needs to be avoided because cracking of carbon shell exposes silicon to the electrolyte and cause formation of unstable SEI, leading to poor cycling performance. For Mode I, full capacity of anodes cannot be utilized but the structural integrity remains intact over cycles, which is acceptable. As analyzed above, Mode III should be the target design for Si-C yolk-shell anodes since both full charging capacity and mechanical integrity are achieved. Our study indicates that a combination of modestly large void space (V c /V p ∼ 3.6) and thin carbon shell (R ou /R in < 1.06) leads to anodes working in Mode III. Figure 7 shows the influence of applied voltage on the failure maps. Representative values of are taken as 0.5 V, 1 V and 2 V for Figures 7a, 7b and 7c, respectively. As discussed in previous sections, the driving force for lithiation reaction is given by G = G intrinsic − e + G stress . The sign convention indicates that higher voltage leads to a larger driving force for the reaction and thus it shifts the green lines to higher limits of the state of charge. The critical SOC for carbon shell cracking remains unaffected by the variation of voltage . Consequently, the Mode I zone shrinks as the voltage ramps up from 0.5 V to 1 V and eventually disappears as reaches 2 V, as demonstrated in Figure 7 .
Conclusions
We formulate a mechanistic theory of the lithiation of Si particle under hydrostatic pressure. Based on this theory, it is justified that the influence of surface stresses on lithiation-induced stress field is trivial. The results validate for the first time the assumption of neglecting surface stresses in previous mechanistic studies on nano-sized silicon anodes. 23, 27, 54, 55 We further present a model on stress generation in Si-C yolk-shell composite anodes. It is demonstrated that lithiationinduced stress field may result in lithiation halting or carbon shell fracture, the two major mechanical failure modes of Si-C yolk-shell anodes. We derived critical conditions at which lithiation halting or catastrophic fracture of carbon shell sets in. Furthermore, we identify that lithiation halting usually occurs in the presence of a thick carbon shell, while carbon shell pulverizes when the shell is thin. It is also demonstrated that both lithiation halting and carbon shell fracture can be avoided by carefully choosing the void space size, carbon shell thickness and applied voltage. For this purpose we identify promising designs to achieve full anode capacity without carbon shell fracture while reducing consumption of carbon material. It is hoped that our research findings provide insights for improving Si-C yolk-shell anode designs.
